Quantification of regional left and right ventricular radial and longitudinal function in healthy children using ultrasound-based strain rate and strain imaging.
Noninvasive assessment of left (LV) and right (RV) ventricular function in children could benefit from a technique that would characterize local myocardial deformation. Color Doppler myocardial imaging (CDMI) allows the calculation of either local longitudinal or radial Strain Rate (SR) and Strain (epsilon). To determine the clinical feasibility and reproducibility of longitudinal and radial SR and epsilon, the following study was carried out. CDMI data were obtained from 33 healthy children (4-16 years). To quantify regional longitudinal and radial function SR and epsilon data were obtained from apical and parasternal views respectively. From the extracted SR curves, peak values for systole, early diastole, and late diastole were calculated. From the extracted epsilon curves the systolic, early and late diastolic epsilon values were calculated. LV longitudinal deformation were homogeneous for LV basal, mid and apical segments (peak systolic SR: -1.9 +/- 0.7 s(-1), systolic epsilon -25% +/- 7%). Longitudinal SR and epsilon values were significantly higher and heterogeneous in the RV (compared with LV walls) and were maximal in the mid part of the RV free wall (peak systolic SR: -2.8 +/- 0.7 s(-1), systolic epsilon -45% +/- 13%). The RV inferior wall showed homogeneous but lower longitudinal SR and epsilon values. The LV systolic and diastolic SR and epsilon values were higher for deformation in the radial direction compared with the longitudinal direction (radial peak systolic SR: 3.7 +/- 0.9 s(-1), radial systolic epsilon 57% +/- 11%; P <.0001). The interobserver variability for radial systolic epsilon and SR was 10.3% and 13.1%, respectively. Ultrasound-based Strain SR/epsilon imaging is a practical, reproducible clinical technique, which allows the calculation of regional longitudinal and radial deformation from both LV and RV segments. The combination of regional SR/epsilon indices and the timing of specific systolic or diastolic regional events may offer a new noninvasive approach to quantifying regional myocardial function in congenital and acquired heart disease in children.